Application Ref: NP/11/223

Application Type: Full
Grid Ref: SM87191276
Applicant: Mr Richard Llewellyn
Agent: Mr T Kinver, Kinver Kreation Ltd
Proposal: Proposed single storey extension to form utility room & home office.
Site Location: Fenton, Gilton Lane, Broadway, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire, SA62 3TX

Summary

This is a full planning application for the addition of a single storey rear extension to a detached farmhouse in the countryside west of Haverfordwest. It will provide a porch, utility area, lobby and home office in the extensive rear garden of the dwelling. Whilst the farmhouse is traditional in appearance, and the extension very modern, with sweeping, curved rooflines, and large expanses of glazing, it is a highly sustainable and innovative approach to the provision of additional accommodation that has a comfortable relationship with existing built form. It will not be unduly obtrusive and has no effect on neighbouring properties which are distanced from the site. Thus subject to the imposition of appropriate conditions, approval is recommended.

Consultee Response

Walwyns Castle Community Council: The Councillors are concerned that if this modern extension is allowed on these premises, other such plans will be applied for, in possibly much more prominent positions and again on unsuitable property, which will not be in keeping with the Pembrokeshire countryside.

Public Response

The application has been appropriately publicised, and no responses have been received at the time of this report

Policies considered

LDP Policy 01 - National Park purposes and duty
LDP Policy 08 - Special Qualities
LDP Policy 15 - Conservation of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park
LDP Policy 29 - Sustainable Design
LDP Policy 30 - Amenity
LDP Policy 53 - Impacts on traffic
PPW4 Chapter 04 - Planning for Sustainability
PPW4 Chapter 05 - Conserving and Improving Natural Heritage and the Coast
SPG03 - Sustainable Design
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SPG06 - Landscape Character Assessment Study, June 2009
SPG08 - Validation of Planning Applications
TAN 12 - Design
TAN 22 - Planning for Sustainable Buildings

Officer's Appraisal

The application is on the agenda as the recommendation is contrary to the views of the Community Council.

Background & Description

This is a full (householder) planning application for the erection of a single storey rear extension to provide a home office and ancillary accommodation. The original farmhouse has previously been extended in linear form as a result of planning permission (NP/02/503) in 2002, and a number of the farmyard outbuildings have been converted into holiday accommodation. The farm complex is in a relatively isolated location, more than a mile outside the settlement of Broadway, and approached from the country highway along a lengthy driveway. The siting of the extension is in the large rear garden of the farmhouse, largely screened from the farmyard itself, and not visible from any public vantage point, apart from a short length of public footpath.

Current Proposal

The extension is proposed to sit off the previously extended element of the farmhouse, at its northern extremity. The core of the extension measures an average of 10.80 metres in length x 5.00 metres in width, with an additional porch 3.60 metres x 2.00 metres, over the farmhouse rear door. A flowing, rounded roofline in standing seam construction extends over the core building and beyond to form a covered patio area. The south facing, courtyard wall of the extension is fully glazed, whilst remaining wall finishes are of painted, smooth cement render and timber cladding, with high level glazing. The gable wall (south westerly facing), will have 4 N5 photovoltaic panels to provide energy source.

Key Issues

These relate to whether the extension will be obtrusive or inappropriate in form for its setting, and whether its presence will result in any loss of privacy or amenity to the occupants of neighbouring properties. In respect of the latter, given the property's isolated, countryside location it is apparent that the proposal will not result in any loss of privacy or amenity to neighbours. Given its location in the rear garden of the farmhouse the extension will not be unduly prominent, and although modern in design it is highly sustainable in form and sits comfortably against the traditional farmhouse which remains the dominant architectural form.

Conclusion
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The proposed rear extension is modern in design and form, does not attempt to mimic the appearance of the original farmhouse, and is compatible in terms of form, scale and siting with the host dwelling. It will be neither prominent nor obtrusive, and given the relatively isolated location will not have any effect on the privacy or amenity of others. Thus, subject to the imposition of appropriate conditions, no objection is raised to the proposal.

**Recommendation:**

Permission subject to conditions.

**Additional Material**

- Drawing N° GA/01 Existing (received 31\textsuperscript{st} May 2011)
- Drawing N° GA/02 Proposed Extension Plans, Elevations, Section & 3D (received 31\textsuperscript{st} May 2011)